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oxford unicompartmental knee manual of the surgical technique - the oxford unicompartmental knee
system the oxford knee is the evolution of the original meniscal arthroplasty, which was ﬁ rst used in 19761. it
continues to offer the advantage of a large area of contact throughout the entire range of movement, which
assures minimal polyethylene wear 2,3. oxford unicompartmental knee replacement - unicompartmental
knee replacement page 7 sub-acromial decompression oxford unicompartmental knee replacement depending
on how much of your knee is affected by arthritis, surgeons can sometimes perform a partial knee replacement
(also known as a unicompartmental knee replacement, ukr) as opposed to a total knee replacement (tkr). in
most oordxf k alnee i part - zimmerbiomet - the oxford partial knee is the natural evolution of the original
meniscal arthroplasty, which was first used in . 1976. 1. its design continues to offer the advantage of a large
area of contact throughout the entire range of movement for minimal polyethylene wear, as seen in the oxford
partial knee phase i and ii. 2,3 unicompartmental knee replacement: the mobile bearing ... unicompartmental knee replacement can not be considered as a surgical option. 6. occasionally mri studies of
the knee and even diagnostic arthroscopy to directly visualize the interior of the knee may be necessary to
determine if a patient is a candidate for unicompartmental replacement. unicompartmental knee
arthroplasty- - tria - unicompartmental vs total knee arthroplasty osteoarthritis of the knee – common cause
of painful loss of mobility often limited to one compartment clinical audit 33 years 1,257 hto 3,512 tka 753 uka
oxford medial unicompartmental knee arthroplasty - oxford medial unicompartmental knee arthroplasty
a survival analysis of an independent series u. c. g. svärd, a. j. price from skaraborgs sjukhus kärnsjukhuset,
skövde, sweden we describe the outcome of a series of 124 oxford meniscal-bearing unicompartmental
arthroplasties carried out for osteoarthritis of the medial compartment. unicompartmental knee
replacement protocol - unicompartmental knee replacement protocol the following protocol should be used
as a guideline for rehabilitation progression, but may need to be altered pending the nature and extent of the
surgical procedure, healing restraints or patient tolerance. patient will be weight bearing as tolerated with a
crutches or walker initially. zimmer unicompartmental high flex knee system brochure - zimmer®
unicompartmental high flex knee patient matching anatomically shaped tibial and femoral components are
designed to provide maximum bone coverage. natural kinematics the zimmer uni knee is designed to replicate
the kinematics of the natural knee with normal axial rotation and posterior femoral rollback. revision surgery
for failed unicompartmental knee ... - revision surgery for failed unicompartmental knee replacement 315
in the present study aseptic loosening was the in-dication for revision ukr in 50% of cases. these results are
comparable with registry reports quoting aseptic loosening as an indication for ukr revision in 36% to 50%
(7,15). the results from the present the knee : three compartments lateral unicompartmental ... - rapid
recovery after oxford unicompartmental arthroplasty through a short incision. j arthroplasty, 2001, 16(8),
970-976. • muller pe, pellenghar c, witt m, kircher j, refior hj, jansson v: influence of minimally invasive
surgery on implant positioning and the functional outcome for medial unicompartmental knee arthroplasty.
unicompartmental knee - smith & nephew - 3. galante et al. results of unicompartmental knee
arthroplasty at a minimum of ten years of follow-up. jbjs 2005 4. akizuki et al. in vivo determination of
kinematics for subjects having a zimmer unicompartmental high flex knee system. journal of arthroplasty.
2009. 5. pennington et al. lateral unicompartmental knee arthroplasty. surgical technique - spot - the
oxford ® partial knee. the oxford ® partial knee is the natural evolution of the original meniscal arthroplasty,
which was first used in 1976. 1. it continues to offer the advantage of a large area of contact throughout the
entire range of movement for minimal polyethylene wear, as seen in the oxford ® knee phase i & ii. 2,3. since
1982 ... unicompartmental knee arthroplasty: past, present, future - key words: unicompartmental
knee arthroplasty, total knee, robotic assisted history of unicompartmental knee arthroplasty the theory of
unicompartmental replacement of only one side of one compartment of the knee joint came from duncan c.
mckeever in the 1950s, followed up by both mckeever and macintosh introducing metallic tibial components
that
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